Hostile Forces – Tagging, Tracking & Locating (HF-TTL) Program

- Provides Capability To Tag, Track And Locate High-Value Items Of Interest
- Portfolio Of Tagging/Tracking And Close-Target Audio/ Video And Reconnaissance Capabilities

### Acquisition Strategy
- Commodity Procurement Program

### Period of Performance
- Annually Fields Tailored Mission Sets To Component And Theater Special Operations Commands

### Funding
- FY12: $74.7M
- FY13: $80.8M

### Milestones
- Kit Selection: Annually
- User Testing: Quarterly
- Commodity Procurements: Annually
- New Equipment Training: Continuously
- Fielding & Deployment: Continuously

### Current Contract/OEM
- Multiple - Contact TILO

### Point of Contact
- (813) 826-7435
Tags Product Line Manager Responsibilities

• Develops, Integrates, And Tests Solutions For Users To Tag, Track, And Locate High-Value Items Of Interest

• Provides Technical Conduit Between Users And Programs of Record

• Maintains Tagging Capability Based Assessment On Current Operational Systems

• Collaborates With Users To Forecast Technology Requirements

• Continuously Surveys The Market To Monitor Off-The-Shelf Technologies
Technology Areas of Interest

• Tagging, Tracking, Locating (TTL) Systems
  » TTL Devices And Sensing
  » Close-Target Audio/Video & Reconnaissance
  » World-wide/Denied Area Exfil Capabilities
What We Need From Industry

• ISR Asset Interoperability With Tags And Beacons
  » Devices That Work With Existing Assets
  » Software Definable Devices That Can Be Made To Match Available Assets (Multi Area Devices)

• Global, Precise, Near-Real-Time TTL
  » Precision Positional Awareness In GPS Denied Areas
  » Multi Exfil Capabilities

• Underwater, Over-The-Horizon Communication
Questions?